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NEW RELEASE INFORMATION 

HKS Oil Cooler Kit for 86/BRZ NA is now available! 
This Kit includes all parts you need, such as air guide 
or bracket so it can be installed to 86 and BRZ 
without big modification. 

【Features】 

・This kit makes it very easy to install because the core is installed in front of the radiator and all 

the parts needed are included such as bracket, air guide and hose. And also it doesn’t need 
much of modification for the vehicle. 

・There are special spacer and center bolt included for installation of attachment.  

・By using the thin 15 step core, it’s much easier to install and at the same time have the cooling 
capability. 

・This kit is for NA layout.(For supercharger is under development) 

●S-TYPE OIL COOLER KIT 

●Test Data 
Test Vehicle: TOYOTA 86 
Specifications: LEGAMAX Premium / Premium Suction 
Test Course: Fuji International Speedway Short Course 
Weather: Cloudy 

※The oil temperature of a vehicle without the oil cooler reached 130℃ in 
the fifth minute; the vehicle had to be stopped to cool the oil temperature 
down.  
The oil temperature of a vehicle with HKS Oil Cooler was maintained 

around 115℃ through the 30 min.of test. 

●Kit Parts 

・Oil Cooler Core ・S-type Attachment ・Spacer 

・Center Bolt ・Banjo ・Banjo Bolt 

・Bracket ・Air guide ・Accessory Parts 

【The characteristics of oil temp. and the water temp.】 

* The test result might be different on different time and place. 

【Pictures of Installation】 

Vehicle Model Engine
Model
Year

Core Size, Row(W
x H x D)

Core
Location Type

Hose
Size

Air
guide Code No. Price Remarks

86

BRZ

ZN6

ZC6
FA20 12/03～

200x200x32

15 steps

front of

the

radiator

S-TYPE #10 Yes
15004-

AT009

BRZ’s At for NA is not yet confirmed.

・Need a little work for turning the air conditioner’s pipe and

etc.

・Need to change the HKS Oil Filter(sold separately), because

HKS Co., Ltd. 


